Tools Required

1/8" Drill Bit

Wood Blocks to Support Pedestal

1/4-20 x 1/2" Bolt

1/8" Drill Bit

3/8" Socket

5/16" Socket

Scale 1:1
FOR INTUITY

2a

NOTE: Remove trim (J1) before installing Ender (A).

NOTE: Use clamps to hold storage unit (A) tight and level to leg.

NOTE: Remove trim (J1) before installing Ender (A).
**FOR RESIDE**

**FLUSH TO WORKSURFACE**

**CENTER FRONT TO BACK**

**NOTE:** Use clamps to hold storage unit (A) tight and level to leg.
FOR INTUITY AND RESIDE

NOTE: Use clamps to hold storage unit (A) tight and level to leg.

1. #10 x 5/8" Pan Head Screw
2. 1/8" Drill
3. 1/4-20 x 1/2" Bolt

NOTE: Use clamps to hold storage unit (A) tight and level to leg.
LINER INSTALLATION (OPTIONAL)

1. Use a 1/8" drill to create holes.
2. Install the liner using #10-12 x 7/16" Pan Head Screws.

SHELF INSTALLATION (OPTIONAL)

1. Use a 1/4" drill to create holes.
2. Insert screws into the shelf, ensuring they are secure.
3. Align and install the shelf into the cabinet.
FOR 51" INTUITY WITH ANGLE LEGS

FOR 63" INTUITY WITH ANGLE LEGS

FOR 51" INTUITY WITH STRAIGHT LEGS

FOR 63" INTUITY WITH STRAIGHT LEGS

FOR 63" RESIDE

FOR 51" RESIDE